
                                                                Toledo, Ohio 
                                                                                                              Jan 4 [18]86  3 P.M. 
 
My darling darling Effie, 
       I had a seat mate from Cleveland but am alone now again and hope it will last.  It is still 
very dreary outside but dry & comfortable & no dust which is a pleasant result of the rainyness 
outside.  I cant see much of Toledo either coming in or going out.  Some elevators & engine 
houses & some masts[,] that is about all the idea I have of Toledo.  As my former visit here was 
at 12 P.M. [A.M] you will excuse me for considerable ignorance of the place.  Cleveland must be 
a good big place.  I couldn’t see any fine houses but saw plenty of poorer ones & fine bridges 
and roads & horse car lines and I inferred that there must be much people & much wealth 
there.  We had a trying delay there of 45 minutes & I was a little afraid that this train which 
ought to have left here 35 minutes ago would be gone but they waited for our train so I shall be  
in Lafayette sometime tonight.  This car rides so very roughly that I can hardly write & feel 
almost like giving up.  I keep hoping for smoother road all the time.  I had my lunch after we left 
Cleveland and enjoyed it very much.  The coffee is splendid and is much improved with the 
sugar.  I should have enjoyed both better if I had only had company.  I did have company for the 
man who shared my seat watched me but I didn’t talk any to him & he left me alone.  I am not 
in a communicative mood today & was glad he left me to open fire for I didn’t open at all.   
 It has stopped raining & the clouds are very broken. I don’t think it will rain much more 
& hope it will clear up before I get to Lafayette.  I hope to go right over to my room but if it 
rains hard I may spend night in Lafayette & go over early in the morning.   

I am afraid I shall not be able to honestly say that I am glad to be back when asked[,] if 
asked[,] but I can honestly say that I have had a good time Darling[,] such a good time.  Our 
train from now on is a rather slow one.  I am afraid it has begun badly already by stopping at a 
bit of a place[,] South Toledo[,] but may be that will be a false alarm & it wont stop at every 
place.  It begins to look natural for the West as I know it[,] very level & with a good deal of 
woods too[,] sometimes nearby[,] sometimes way off in the distance with cleared fields 
between.  Not many orchards & fruit trees.  You would like that darling.  It is very level & rather 
humid[,] must have been very malarious before it was drained[,] probably more or less so still.  
They have a very extensive system of draining here and now & then we see one of the large 
canals which carries away the water from a large number of farms.  Some of the chief canals to 
drain off smaller ones are six or eight feet wide.  The land is so level that they couldnt drain it 
but for these artificial outlets.  (Car runs smoother.)  It is getting lighter & I guess the sun will 
pop out pretty soon[,] hope so I am sure.  We are now passing a group of tile factories.  They 
make & sell a great many tiles for draining here. for  Farms are often almost honey combed 
with them & it pays [ill.] to lay them.  It don’t seem much like winter here & they must have had 
plenty of rain for the roads are very sloppy & there is a great deal of water standing 



everywhere.  This route dont compare with the B. & O.  & the scenery is very dreary & 
monotonous in Ohio & Indiana but in either state it is very nice along the Ohio River.  We are 
making pretty good time now and it went slopped for several miles. Some small children 
opposite have ended their merriment with a big row & one has been crying & her mother has 
pounced on her & shut her up.  Now she has begun to laugh again & I suppose it is the prelude 
to a second outburst.  The woman behind me is eating a highly flavored orange & I am getting 
to detect the smell of fruit & really wish she would let up.  I think she is spitting the pits on the 
floor but am not sure of that.  The people on a train West are always poorer looking & dirtier as 
a rule.  I do really believe this.  Miss Weed says they arent & says the cars as a rule are [ill.].  It 
may be my fault and due to prejudice but I can’t see it yet.   But I havent tried all the western 
roads.  I wonder if all hands will be back at Purdue as promptly as I am.  I shall not vote to 
excuse any if I get my say on it for if I could get back I should think any one might.  I take up the 
lines tomorrow morning at 9 oclock.  My subject is the physiology of our sense of color.  I 
expect the class will not be very well prepared for this lesson.  In three weeks the school year 
will be half gone & after we turn the half way [ill.] we always seem to go faster.  I shall devote 
my entire attention for a couple of week to the study of the catalogues of other schools to find 
out their course of study & be all loaded at faculty meetings when we take up & discuss our 
course.  I strongly incline to take all the natural history out of the freshman year & to put it in 
the sophomore & later classes[,] curtail the botany course[,] but of course the latter scheme 
would not find any favor & I shall not recommend it.  If I had full charge of the Natural History 
here you can bet I should soon put my schemes to test.  The botany course at present is not the 
thing for these students.  They aren’t up to its level.  I have lots to do Darling during this last 
half year and I shall work pretty hard but not to hurt myself.  Hard work agrees with me.  I wish 
I was going to find a letter from My Darling at Lafayette.  I will build up a fire & have Coffee & 
Doughnuts & water & write a letter to my love.  Every thing will be in order there & thank 
heaven I shant have the dreary welcome of a room topsy turvey to comfort me.  Pat will have 
been in there to sweep & garnish.  I shall have enough lunch to keep me alive and shall be quite 
cosey & very lonely.  But it is the last separation[,] thank God for that.  Oh my Darling[,] that 
thought will help us both all through this trial.  We shall never have anything like it again I hope 
& I believe. I shall miss you darling awfully.  I do now & it will be a hard pull sometimes but the 
sweet tho’t will always help me.  Did you notice how little I smoked while I was home this time.  
I didn’t think any thing about smoking or care anything for it.  I wonder about it for I smoked a 
great deal last time.  
      The clouds are broken & the sun shows thro.   It is half dark & the pen is about dry so I 
will end this letter.  Oh darling I send you love without limit & lots of kisses & all the petting you 
want. 
           Your own loving 
             Harry.    


